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Wetland
plants a
big draw
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Taking a flight?
Here’s a little
something
to think about

Y

ou’re a little nervous. There has been so
much news lately about plane accidents.
You just hope you make it through this
experience alive.
Not much need to worry though. According to
www.PlaneCrashinfo.com, the odds of you being
killed during an airline flight is 1 in 13.6 million.
It has been suggested that, on the average, more
people are kicked to death by donkeys every year
than die in air crashes.
You decide to just sit back and relax. You glance
at the in-flight magazine for a few minutes.
Finally you’re cleared for take off. As the plane
goes faster and faster down the runway, you feel
your back being pushed back into the seat. What
that means is that the seat is providing the force
necessary for you to be accelerated.
The figure below shows the forces acting on a
passenger plane in flight.
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In its 20-acre property in Hibbard the wholesale plant-growing operation of North Fork Native Plants includes
about 7 acres of hydroponic ponds, other plots where trees and shrubs are growing in various sized pots and
tubes. The company also propagates plants in its greenhouse on the site. Buyers have several options available for the native plants, from the large mats and sod to bare-root grasses, an economical choice.

u Products can be ordered throughout intermountain West
JOYCE EDLEFSEN
jedlefsen@uvsj.com

REXBURG — If you must buy
wetland grasses in bulk, North
Fork Native Plants is the place
to shop in the upper valley.
The company has a unique
clientele looking for solutions
to often-complicated wetland
problems, so its customers don’t
include home gardeners looking
for petunias or pansies for patio
planting.
You won’t find ornamental
flowers in this nursery.
That’s why the customers
invited on a tour of the company’s 20-acre operation near the
Henry’s Fork west of Rexburg
included representatives of state
and federal agencies, developers,
landscapers and other people
whose job is to mitigate issues
related to wetlands.
The tour was organized to
introduce clients to the company’s new name and some new
products. First on the agenda
was the offer of bug spray and
rubber boots for wading.
Formerly called Native Sod
Solutions, the company employs
18 people full time during the
busy summer season. The nursery is open from about April 1 to
the end of October.
What they do at the low-key,
under-the radar wholesale facility is tend to the native plants

More about:
North Fork Native Plants
n Formerly called Native Sod
Solutions, North Fork Native
Plants employs 18 people full
time during the busy summer
season. The nursery is open
from about April 1 to the end
of October.
www.northforknativeplants.com
that serve a unique niche in the
landscaping industry. Sales are
handled at an office in Driggs.
That’s why an Idaho
Transportation Department representative was there, checking
out what’s available in wetland
sod, native grasses pre-planted
in biodegradable coconut fiber
mats. They are used for wetland
reclamation and restoration.
Natural Resource
Conservation Service employees
were there, asking questions
about cottonwoods and willows and how much success the
company has had using them
to stabilize streambanks where
vegetation has eroded.
A Harriman State Park official watched closely at the demonstration on manmade wildlife
islands, a product that might be
applicable at the park in Island
Park.

According to its Web site,
www.northforknativeplants.com,
the company’s original product
was the wetland sod.
Now the company also offers
the islands, deep-rooted willows,
bare-root wetland plans and containers of trees and scrubs.
Where did all the native
plants originate?
Nursery Manager Ty Blacker
says the plants and seeds originally were harvested from wild,
native plants, mostly on private
property and occasionally on
public land through permitting.
From that original stock the
company has developed products
that can be ordered and delivered
throughout the intermountain
West.
It also can supply plants for
custom orders.
The company and its sister
consulting and planning company, Intermountain Aquatics,
seem to thrive on innovation and
welcome the challenges certain
mitigation and restoration project present.
Tucked away down a dirt
road near the river on land that
once was a grain field, North
Fork Native Plants quietly
offers services to a variety of
customers from throughout the
West to buy native plants for
special needs while providing
jobs and boosting the upper valley economy.

Jeff
Kausmann
of North Fork
Native Plants
shows how
wetland grasses are grown
in hydroponic
fields and
sold as wetland sod. The
company,
with a growing facility in
Hibbard and a
sales office in
Driggs, offers
the wetland
sod as well as
other native
plants.
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The arrows represent the forces acting on the
plane. The thrust force is produced by the jet
engines “throwing” hot gas out the back. Those
gases in turn exert a forward force on the plane.
The drag forces are all the forces that tend to slow
down the plane. The lift force is caused by the air
passing over the wings. The curved top surface of
the wing makes it all possible.
The lift force actually depends on the square of
the speed. That means if you double the speed, the
lift force becomes four times greater.
As your plane accelerates down the runway, the
lift force increases. If the plane is to take off, the
lift force must be greater than the weight force. For
a Boeing 737, the takeoff speed is approximately
150 miles per hour.
Birds also have to deal with take off speeds.
Small birds can just jump up, flap their wings, and
they’re air-borne. Some ducks end up running on
top of the water until they’re going fast enough to
take off. Large birds like condors prefer to land on a
cliff so they can jump off and fall until they’re going
fast enough to actually fly.
You’ve now reached your cruising altitude of
30,000 feet. It’s a beautiful clear day with no clouds
to obscure your vision. From this viewpoint you
can look down at the earth below and see about 200
miles. What a beautiful world we live in!
The flight attendant hands you the Sprite you
ordered. As you sip it, you notice that the bubbles
are not coming out uniformly from every part of the
glass. No, they seem to be coming from very specific
points on the glass. You wonder why that is so.
In the interest of science, you take a paper clip
from your pocket and scratch the inside surface of
the glass. As you do this, you notice that now bubbles are now also coming from where you scratched
the surface. Apparently these deformities act as
safe places for carbon dioxide molecules to gather
together until they’re large enough for the drink’s
buoyant force to tear them loose. Once they’ve gone,
another group begins to form. Scientists call these
places nucleation sites.
For dinner you order another Sprite to drink.
You wonder what would happen if you dumped a
little salt from your dinner tray into the soft drink.
The salt crystals could also act as nucleation sites.
You dump some salt into the drink and it suddenly
becomes alive with bubbles. The liquid turns white
because of all the bubbles! Isn’t that amazing?
You wonder if this would work with sugar as well
as with salt. You borrow a sugar packet from the
guy sitting next to you and dump some of it into
your Sprite. It produces the same effect!
Suddenly you understand why cloud seeding can
cause rain. The seed molecules provide nucleation
sites where the water molecules can gather until the
drop is heavy enough to fall to the ground.
You’re having so much fun dropping salt and
water into your drink until the guy next to you
scowls at you and asks, “What are you doing?”

See Graph That page 7A

